
Striking that perfect balance between personalization and privacy might
seem like walking a tightrope, but with this guide, you’ll be doing backflips on

it in no time. And if you ever feel like you’re about to slip, give us a shout –
we're here to help you personalize with peace of mind!

Guard that precious data like it's the
crown jewels. Encryption, secure servers,
and the digital equivalent of a bouncer
at the door. Regularly update security
measures to protect against data
breaches and unauthorized access.
Implement role-based access controls
to let your team only in on what they
need to know.

Audit your website's data collection
tactics. 
From cookies to forms to user accounts,
know what data you're gathering, where
it's chilling, and what's happening with it.

Ready to spice up your website
personalization while staying
compliant with data privacy

regulations? Let's dive into the
checklist that won’t bore you to

tears or get you tangled in
legal spaghetti.

G o - t o  g u i d e  f o r
p r i v a c y - s a v v y  w e b

p e r s o n a l i z a t i o n

Rock a consent management system
(including cookie banners or consent
pop-ups) to invite your visitors to a
personalization party before collecting
any personal data.
Make sure your visitors can RSVP “yes” to
cookies and change their minds as easily
as flipping a switch.

Be a data detective Consent – yes, please!

Keep your site welcoming with generic
goodies for everyone. For example, you
can still show recommendations for
trending or most popular products for
visitors who refuse personalization.
Bonus points for tailoring the experience
based on contextual and real-time
behavioral data, such as approximate
geolocation, traffic source, product
views, and clicks.

Be personal without being personal, if
you catch our drift. You can create
brilliant personalization strategies
without collecting first-tier personal
data, such as names or email addresses.
Anonymize or pseudonymize personal
data to keep things on the down-low.

Inclusive vibes only

Go incognito

Keep your privacy policy as fresh as your
homepage – regularly update it with any
changes in data collection practices or
regulations.
Transparency is trendy – let your
customers in on how their data is used for
a personalized experience.

Your partners in personalization need to
be on the privacy bandwagon too. Vet
them like you're casting for the next big
reality show.
Make sure you have adequate Data
Processing Agreements (DPAs) in place
and stay on top of what data your
subcontractors process, and why.

Regular reality checks on your privacy
game plan keep you ahead of the curve. 
Stay woke to the ever-evolving privacy
scene. Stay informed about updates to
data privacy regulations and adjust your
practices accordingly.

Fort Knox your data

Policy makeover

Buddy system for third parties

Check yourself


